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2021 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND HIGHLIGHTS
Mansfield Certification
In summer 2021, Greensfelder joined the second cohort of mid-size law firms in
the process to become Mansfield Certified through DiversityLab.
The goal of the Mansfield Rule certification process is to increase the representation of diverse lawyers in leadership by broadening the pool of women,
LGBTQ+ lawyers, lawyers with disabilities and/or racially and ethnically diverse
lawyers who are considered for entry-level and lateral attorney job openings,
leadership opportunities, equity partner promotions and opportunities to connect
with clients.
Over 70 firms are participating in the current cohort, which is modeled after
the original version and has been fine-tuned to boost diversity in leadership for
firms with smaller lawyer populations, fewer office locations, and leaner firm leadership
structures. The certification period lasts from September 2021 to March 2023.

Associate Billable Hour Credit for
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Activities
Greensfelder adopted a policy in which all associates may
use up to 100 hours of billable hour credit for meaningful
contributions to diversity, equity and inclusion efforts and
initiatives. Hours may also be spent on professional development and business development.
All approved hours count toward the annual billable hours
policy. Examples of activities that count toward billable
credit include:
•
•
•
•
•

Participating on a panel with a law school affinity
group
Leading affinity or inclusion groups
Partnering with clients on DEI efforts
Sponsoring and mentoring diverse lawyers (formally or informally)
Actively participating on the Equity, Retention and
Advancement committee
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DEI CLE Training with Neha Sampat
We were excited to bring Neha Sampat in as a facilitator
for her CLE program, “Owning Your Value: Cultivating Evidence Based Confidence and Busting Internalized Bias.”
The hourlong program explored self-doubt and imposter
syndrome as forms of internalized bias that are common
in the legal profession and obstructions to true confidence.
Her program explored how imposter syndrome is connected
to inclusion, performance, presence and wellness and how
the legal profession is uniquely positioned to address it.

2021 Diversity Fellow
We were excited to welcome Manuel Mayoral as the 2021
Greensfelder 1L Diversity Fellow. Manuel is originally from
Texas and attending Saint Louis University School of Law.
Before law school, Manuel worked as a licensed clinical
social worker. Our in-house partner for Manuel’s summer
fellowship was Spire.
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Supplier Diversity

2021 LCLD Fellow and Pathfinder

Greensfelder has been a member of the Mid-States Minority Supplier Development Council (MSMSDC) since 2019.
MSMSDC is the regional chapter of the National Minority
Supplier Development Council, a 501c3 non-profit organization that seeks to accelerate economic growth by driving
opportunities and collaboration between corporations and
minority businesses.

Greensfelder is a longtime member of the Leadership
Council on Legal Diversity (LCLD) and was proud to continue our participation in the LCLD Fellows and Pathfinder
programs.

As a corporate member, Greensfelder was invited to host
MSMSDC’s Minority Business Enterprise Input Committee’s
quarterly virtual meeting on December 8. Greensfelder CEO
and President Kevin McLaughlin and attorneys Paula
Finch and Dee Harleston discussed the firm’s commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion, our entry into the
supplier diversity space, as well as the launch of the new
practice area focused on diverse supplier certification.

•
•

Courtney Adair, Chicago, Officer (Fellow)
Caroline Paillou, St. Louis, Associate (Pathfinder)

Courtney Adair

Caroline Paillou

Greenwood Cemetery Cleanup
On March 6, over 30 Greensfelder employees representing all firm offices, plus family members and friends, came out
to help clean up Greenwood Cemetery, a historic cemetery in St. Louis County.
Greenwood was organized in 1874 and is the final resting place of thousands of African Americans with ties to St. Louis,
including Harriet Robinson Scott, the wife of Dred Scott. We are deeply appreciative of everyone who was able to join
in and hope to plan more cleanup dates.
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Awards and Recognitions

2021 SLIP Intern

Chief Diversity Officer Chris Pickett
was selected by global law firms network Meritas to serve as one of six
attorneys on its newly formed Meritas
Black Lawyers Forum. The group facilitates connections and mentorship
and provides a discussion platform for
Black lawyers within the Meritas network to share their experiences.

Greensfelder continued its longstanding participation in the St.
Louis Internship Program (SLIP), which provides high school
students in financial need with paid eight-week summer internships, intensive work readiness training, and year-round
college and career planning, in partnership with businesses
and community organizations. In recent years, Greensfelder
added more substance to our interns’ experience by:

Diversity and Inclusion Manager Carmen White was honored along with
20 other honorees at the 2021 Missouri Lawyers Media Diversity and
Inclusion Awards. The awards recognize individuals and organizations
who are advancing “diversity, inclusion and the dignity of all people in
Missouri’s legal profession and in
communities in which exceptional legal work impacts justice for all.”

Riverview Gardens High School Career Day

•

Chris Pickett

•

•

Carmen White

Creating more opportunities to connect and network
with professionals inside the firm.
Providing exposure to various positions and departments across the firm and assigning a legal-focused
writing project so the intern understands how each
area operates individually while contributing to the
overall success of the firm.
Asking our Diversity Fellow to serve as a mentor to
the student intern.

We continue to explore ways to make this opportunity more
robust and provide great insight into the inner workings of law
firms and the legal industry in general.

Paula Finch and Dee Harleston - Supplier Diversity services team leaders
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